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Background. Te results of epidemiological studies on the association between dietary protein intake and gestational diabetes
mellitus (GDM) are controversial. Tus, this systematic review and meta-analysis of cohort studies were established to attain
comprehensive fndings regarding the association between dietary protein and the risk of GDM.Methods. Bibliographic databases
including PubMed, Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar were searched to discover papers related to dietary protein and
the risk of GDM. Te summary relative risks with 95% confdence intervals (CIs) were estimated through a random efect model
for the analysis of the highest versus the lowest categories of dietary proteins. Results. A signifcantly increased risk of GDM among
women who consumed the highest amount of animal protein was observed (summarized risk estimate: 1.52; 95% CI: 1.07, 2.17;
I2 � 50.8%). No signifcant associations were identifed regarding vegetable protein (summarized risk estimate:0.99, 95% CI: 0.80
to 1.23, I2 � 63.8%) and total protein (summarized risk estimate: 1.12; 95% CI: 0.88, 1.41; I2 � 35.4%). Conclusion. Tis review
revealed that total protein intake had no relationship with the risk of GDM, while animal protein increases this risk. Further larger
prospective cohort studies are required to confrm our results.

1. Introduction

Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), one of the most
common complications of pregnancy, is a defect in glucose
metabolism during pregnancy created by diminished insulin
secretion along with pregnancy-related insulin resistance
[1]. GDM makes mothers and ofspring susceptible to an
elevated risk of cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes
mellitus (DM), obesity, and metabolic syndrome after
pregnancy and in adult life [2].Terefore, fnding modifable
contributors for GDM possesses great public health sig-
nifcance as it may be helpful to decline the unfavorable
implications for both mothers and infants [3]. Known risk
factors for GDM are older maternal age, family history of
diabetes, obesity, and previous GDM [4, 5]. Some studies

have indicated that dietary factors are modifable de-
terminants of GDM [6, 7].

Among dietary factors, dietary protein may play an im-
portant role in the development of GDM by a proposed
mechanism of fatigue and failure of pancreas islets, through
a decrease in glucose threshold of pancreas islets and therefore
induction of more insulin secretion from these cells, which
induce enhanced gluconeogenesis and increase plasma glu-
cagon level [8]. Previous studies demonstrated that higher
prepregnancy intake of animal protein was associated with
increased GDM [9]. In other studies, only animal protein was
associated with this risk, and vegetable protein decreased the
risk of GDM [10,11]. However, another report on the
American population declined any increased risk for GDM in
even increased dietary animal proteins [12].
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Observational studies indicated inconsistent results for
the relation of total protein intake or diferent types of
protein and sources of protein with GDM. Regarding the
mentioned inconsistency, all the observed results in these
studies were accumulated by meta-analysis approach to
assessing the association between dietary protein intake
including total and specifc proteins as well as the source of
proteins and GDM risk.

2. Methods

Tis study has adhered to the Preferred Reporting Items of
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA)
Guideline [13].

2.1. Search Strategy. Two independent investigators sys-
tematically searched Scopus, Medline, Web of Knowledge
databases, and Google Scholar search engine to explore the
related articles published until October 2021. Relevant words
such as dietary proteins or animal proteins, or vegetable
protein or nuts or egg or meat, and gestational diabetes or
diabetes pregnancy were used. Any restrictions such as
language were not considered during the search process.Te
reference list of eligible articles and pertinent reviews were
manually inspected to complete the search.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. Studies were eligible
whenever they owned the following parameters: prospective
cohort design, participants enrolled were females with
pregnancy, and papers mentioned the risk outcomes in-
cluding hazard ratio, odds ratio, and relative risk. Conf-
dence interval was used as distribution determinate for the
measurement of any statistical relationship between dietary
total protein or major protein subclasses (animal or vege-
table source) intake and the risk of GDM.

Other observational studies such as case-control or
cross-sectional studies, unrelated articles, proceedings, un-
published nonpublished papers, secondary studies and re-
view reports, and letter to the editors were excluded.
Furthermore, studies that have reported risk estimates per
intake of dietary protein as a percent of energy intake were
excluded if they did not report the total amount of energy
intake. Studies that reported the amount of protein intake
before the pregnancy instead of during pregnancy were also
excluded [14]. In addition, studies not reporting the main
outcomes (RR, OR, and HR) for the risk of GDM in subjects
with higher and lower protein intake were excluded [15].

Besides the strength of novelty, this study faces im-
portant limitations. Tese limitations should be mentioned
in the interpretation of the results. Te limited number of
studies evaluating the association between dietary protein
intake and the risk of GDM fulflling the eligibility criteria
for inclusion in the meta-analysis is the frst important
limitation. Te second limitation is signifcant heterogeneity
among the included studies. In the analysis of the results,
subgroup analysis was applied to determine the sources of
heterogeneity. Te limited number of interventional studies
in the feld of study questions and using observational

studies for data synthesis is another limitation. Te obser-
vational studies may have some biases which prevent us to
show any causal link between the level of dietary protein
intake and the risk of GDM. Te fourth limitation is the
potential measurement errors that happen in dietary protein
measurement. Diferent methods used for GDMdiagnosis in
diferent studies should also be mentioned as a limitation.
Te lack of covariates control in some studies is another
limitation.

2.3. Quality Assessment. Te risk of bias for each included
article was evaluated via Newcastle–Ottawa Scale (NOS) tool
[16]. Studies with a total NOS score of ≥7 were considered
high-quality publications. Two authors estimated the quality of
each study independently. A third party (Principal investigator)
made a fnal decision in a case where there was disagreement.

2.4. Data Extraction and Abstraction. Two investigators
individually extracted the willing information, and if they
had paradoxical opinions, the third author resolved the
problem. Te following data were extracted: frst author
surname, publication date, the country where the study was
performed, age (mean/range), follow-up period, sample size,
number of GDM patients, measure and range of dietary
protein intake, estimated risk (RR, HR, and OR) for each
category of dietary protein intake, methods for identifying
GDM, dietary measurement method, and variables adjusted
for. When several risks estimated were reported, the greatest
degree of covariates was chosen for control.

2.5. Statistical Analysis. Relative risks (RRs) reported in the
included studies were adapted to be able to be compared
applying the method of quartile comparison, which is
explained in detail previously [17]. Te determinants of
distribution of the data like SE and SD were adapted by
calculating the variants using the values stated in the main
included study. Calculations were done based on the
comparison of diferent levels of dietary protein groups. Te
random-efects model was used to join risk estimates (rel-
ative risks, hazard ratios, and odds ratios) and ninety-fve
percent confdence intervals.Te random-efects model, also
named the variance components model, is a method used on
variables which follow random distribution. Tis hierar-
chical linear model presupposes the data to be originated
from dissimilar populations which their dissimilarity is
associated with the hierarchy. For the measurement of
heterogeneity of included subjects, the I2 as well as Cochrane
Q models were applied as explained in details previously
[18]. Control of funnel plots asymmetry was used to control
publication bias [19]. Te method of subgroup analysis was
used for the identifcation and adjustment of the diferent
source of bias with diferent factors including the population
size and origin, techniques of nutritional measurement,
weight, exercise level, and other variables. Te efect of each
study on themagnitude of the observed results was evaluated
by the “sensitivity analysis” method. In this method, the
analysis was performed repeatedly with the respective
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omission of included investigations. STATA application was
used for statistical analysis. Te cut of point of 0.05 was used
for signifcance level.

3. Results

Te fow diagram of the literature search is seen in Figure 1.
A total of 1872 unique articles were identifed through an
initial search, of which 1802 publications were excluded by
assessing their eligibility based on inclusion and exclusion
criteria in the screening of titles and abstracts. After re-
moving unrelated papers, the full texts of a total of 35
publications were reviewed. In this stage, twenty-nine ar-
ticles were excluded due to the following reasons: irrelevant
articles (n� 19), cross-sectional studies (n� 3), case-control
studies (n� 4), and studies with insufcient data (n� 3). Six
cohort studies were fnally included in the systematic review
and meta-analysis [12, 20–24].

Te information from selected studies has been pre-
sented. Six cohort studies were included in the meta-
analysis. Te studies were published between 2008 and

2021, and they were conducted in the US [12,20,23], China
[22,24], and Canada [21]. Women with GDM aged between
16 and 44 years old. A total of 23,270 pregnant women
participated, 1193 of whom had GDM. Five studies used
FFQ [12, 20, 21, 23, 24], and one used 24 h food recall [12].
Temethod of GDM diagnosis was an oral glucose tolerance
test (OGTT) for fve studies [12, 21–24] and physician di-
agnosis, glucose loading test, and urine screenings for one
study [20]. All studies adjusted to age, four adjusted to
energy intake, fve adjusted to prepregnancy BMI, four
adjusted to smoking, three adjusted to gestational weight
gain, three adjusted to physical activity, and fve adjusted to
family history of diabetes. Tree studies had high meth-
odological quality (score≥ 7) [20, 23, 24].

3.1. Meta-Analysis

3.1.1. Te Association of Total Protein Intake and Risk of
GDM. Five cohort studies were included in the meta-
analysis [12,20,22–24]. When extreme categories were
compared, no signifcant positive association was detected
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Figure 1: Te fow diagram of study selection.
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between total protein intake and risk of GDM (summarized
risk estimate: 0.99, 95% CI: 0.80 to 1.23, I2 � 63.8%) (Fig-
ure 2). Subgroup analysis found study location, sample size,
dietary assessment tool, dietary evaluation time, adjustment
to energy intake, smoking, physical activity, and family
history of diabetes sources of heterogeneity. Furthermore,
subgroup analysis showed that total protein consumption
had a positive relationship with GDM in studies conducted
in non-US countries, studies used a food recall questionnaire
for dietary assessment, articles not controlled for energy
intake, prepregnancy BMI, smoking, and family history of
diabetes.

3.1.2. Te Association between Animal Protein Intake and
Risk of GDM. Five prospective studies examined the asso-
ciation between animal protein intake and risk of GDM [12,
20, 21, 23, 24]. In the meta-analysis comparing high vs. low
animal protein intake categories, there was a signifcant
association between animal protein intake and GDM
(summarized risk estimate: 1.52; 95% CI: 1.07, 2.17;
I2 � 50.8%) (Figure 3). A signifcant positive association
between animal protein intake and GDM was found in
studies adjusted for prepregnancy BMI and gestational
weight gain.

3.1.3. Te Association of Vegetable Protein Intake and Risk of
GDM. Five cohort studies were included in the analysis of
the high versus low intake of vegetable protein and risk of
GDM [12, 20, 21, 23, 24]. Participants in the highest category
of vegetable protein intake had not had an increased risk of

GDM compared to participants with the lowest vegetable
protein intake (summarized risk estimate: 1.12; 95% CI: 0.88,
1.41; I2 � 35.4%) (Figure 4). Dietary assessment time, sample
size, adjustment to physical activity, and gestational weight
gain were sources of heterogeneity.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Based on the sensitivity analysis
results, no study had a signifcant impact on overall summary
risk regarding the association of low vs. high total protein,
animal and vegetable protein intake, and risk of GDM.

3.3. Publication Bias. Te Egger test did not detect any
evidence of publication bias for the association of total
protein intake (P � 0.69), animal protein intake (P � 0.43),
vegetable protein intake (P � 0.68), and risk of GDM.
Furthermore, visual inspection of the funnel plot did not
detect such fndings.

4. Discussion

In this systematic review and meta-analysis of six cohort
studies, a signifcantly higher risk of GDM was observed in
relation to greater consumption of dietary animal proteins.
However, no signifcant association was identifed between
total and vegetable protein intake and GDM risk. Tis is the
frst systematic review and meta-analysis that assess the
relationship between dietary proteins and the risk of GDM.

Our results regarding the signifcant positive association
between animal protein intake and risk of gestational di-
abetes were compatible with previous fndings of a large
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Figure 2: Forest plot derived from random-efects meta-analysis of cohort studies investigating the association between high versus low
intake of total protein consumption and gestational diabetes mellitus. CI, confdence interval; ES, efect size.
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updated meta-analysis on the association between meat
protein intake and risk of diabetes in adults. Tey observed
a 15–27% increased risk for processed and unprocessed

meat, respectively [25]. Te association was stronger in
American population-based studies. In contrast to our re-
sults, Kurotani et al. did not reach any signifcant association
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Figure 3: Forest plot derived from random-efects meta-analysis of cohort studies investigating the association between high versus low
intake of animal protein consumption and gestational diabetes mellitus. CI, confdence interval; ES, efect size.
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between dietary animal protein intake and the risk of di-
abetes in women (in contrast to men) [26]. Supplemental
iron intake in women is suggested as a potential explanation
for this diference [27]. Te detailed mechanisms of the
efects of higher dietary animal protein intake on the risk of
GDM are not completely understood. However, the ob-
served association is biologically reasonable. It is suggested
that the increased iron level released from heme in animal
protein metabolism may be associated with this risk [27].
Iron is shown to be a potent prooxidant that may enhance
oxidative damage to insulin-secreting cells in the pancreas
[28]. Te diference in policy on the intake of supplemental
iron during pregnancy in diferent societies may explain part
of the observed diferences in the association between
protein intake and the risk of GDM.

Diferent rationales are suggested for the diference
between the observed results for the risk of GDM by animal
and vegetable proteins. Te frst one is the presence of other
nutrients such as cholesterol in red meat as the main source
of animal protein in diferent dietary patterns. However,
even studies that controlled this confounding factor reached
a positive association between animal protein consumption
and the risk of GDM. Te diference in amino acids present
in animal and vegetable proteins is another potential ex-
planation for the observed diference in their efect on GDM
risk. A large body of evidence showed diferent efects of
amino acids in glucose metabolism in the liver, muscles, and
pancreas [29]. For example, branched-chain amino acids
which are associated with the increased risk of insulin re-
sistance are found to be increased markedly in participants
receiving animal proteins, but not in vegetable proteins [30,
31]. Apart from branched-chain amino acids phenylalanine
and tyrosine, which are more in animal proteins, also were
shown to be associated with the risk of diabetes in an in-
vestigation using a metabolomics approach [32]. Further
studies are needed to elucidate the underlyingmechanism by
which dietary protein intake may be associated with path-
ways involved in the development of GDM.

Some studies provide evidence regarding the contribution
of dietary iron intake to the risk of gestational diabetes [33–35].
It is shown that increased iron is able to activate oxidative stress
pathways in diferent parts of the body including the pancreas
[36, 37]. Te oxidative damage to the pancreatic β-cells can be
attributed to decreased insulin secretion and subsequent insulin
resistance [38, 39]. Tere is accumulative evidence to support
this hypothesis. Studies suggest a lower risk of diabetes in
subjects with regular blood donation [40–42]. Multiple studies
showed a signifcant association between indicators of body iron
storage such as ferritin and risk of insulin resistance [43, 44]. It
seems that diferent sources of dietary ironmay cause dissimilar
risks of insulin resistance [45]. Although epidemiologic studies
support the increased risk of GDM in pregnant women with
higher heme iron intake, multiple investigations failed to show
this association with nonheme iron intake and iron supple-
mentation during pregnancy [46]. It is suggested that the dif-
ference in the bioavailability of these two types of iron may be
the source of the observed diferent efects [47]. Another ex-
planation for the diference in the risk of GDM by heme and
nonheme iron intake is the diference in baseline iron level [34].

It is supposed that patients receiving iron supplementation has
lower baseline iron compared to the patients receiving higher
heme iron. Tis discrepancy in baseline iron storage can cause
a lower fnal level of total body iron storage in patients receiving
nonheme iron supplementation during pregnancy, which can
explain their lower risk of GDM.

In conclusion, this systematic review and meta-analysis
of cohort studies showed a signifcant relationship between
dietary animal protein intake and the risk of GDM in
pregnant women. However, it failed to show any signifcant
association between total and vegetable protein intake and
the risk of GDM (Figure 5). More prospective cohort and
interventional studies with larger study populations are
needed to better show the relationship between protein
intake and GDM. Other studies on involved pathways in the
observed association are also needed to elucidate the un-
derlying mechanisms.

Te observed results provide evidence for the encour-
agement of pregnant women or women preparing for
pregnancy to change a part of their dietary protein from
animal proteins like the meat to vegetable proteins like nuts.
Tis advice can be promoted by obstetricians, midwives, and
nutritionists delivering preconception and antenatal care.
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